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ATTENTION: School Personnel
Zing International, Inc. can absolutely help your cleaning people get their floors ready 
for school again without stripping. 

As part of The Zing Floor Care System, we have developed a product that can restore 98% 
floors without taking all the finish off the floor. The exception is going to be if you have many 
coats of finish burying dirt that you never removed. In this case I can almost guarantee you 
will need to strip.
We have combined chemical technology to keep the existing floor finish clean of dirt that 
creates the need for stripping.
Check out the photos below and see for yourself how you can restore your floors.
Zing Floor Prep is designed to pull the dirt from the finish and leave the finish behind.
These are benefits that you will receive using Zing!
1. Zing Floor Prep eliminates the powdering associated with high speed burnishing.
    Powdering adds to poor Indoor Air Quality. 
2. Zing Floor Prep Cleans surface dirt and removes dirt that has penetrated the floor 
    finish without removing the finish. This helps you eliminate stripping. You can scrub the   
    floor and add finish if necessary. Savings, No Stripper, Less Finish, Less Labor that was
    used for stripping.
3. Zing Floor Prep adds life back into the floor.

4. Increased coefficient of friction, Zing Floor Prep makes the floor safer.

Check us out we’ve been doing this a long time!

Zing, Three Generations of Clean!

The photo on the left shows a very dirty floor with 
very little finish. The dirt is not only in the finish 
but also penetrated in the tile.The clean area in 
the middle is the result of pouring some Zing 
Floor Prep and letting it sit a minute and then 
agitate with the center of a floor pad. Once you 
use Floor Prep on your entire floor you can add 
coat(s) of floor finish.



This is classroom with chairs & tables 
removed.

This is area where chairs, tables and 
children’s feet were present.

This is the floor after being scrubbed 
with Zing Floor Prep.

This is same floor after being scrubbed, 
burnished and 2 coats of Floor finish 
applied.

Scrubbing this floor restored the damaged areas without removing the base coats of 
finish. If the floor were completely stripped there would be no shine present. The shine
shows that floor finish is still there after being scrubbed and burnished.

When you wash your floor with Zing Floor Prep, you are pulling the dirt from the finish 
without removing the finish.



This is same floor after being burnished with Zing CPC (Cleaning and Polishing Compound) 
and a high speed burnisher.

This is the floor after 1 coat of floor finish was applied.

This is a cafeteria after being scrubbed with Zing Floor Prep. Notice the slight   
reflection of the doors and window in the floor. This indicates floor finish is still present.



This is a close-up of dirty tile. This is a result over time!

This is the same tile. The cleaned area was scrubbed by hand with 
Zing Floor Prep and the center of a floor pad.

Zing Floor Prep is the only product on the market designed to remove the
ground-in dirt, without removing the finish. 



These schools below have all used Zing Floor Prep to restore their floors. Each floor has a 
minimum of 4 coats of floor finish and each is burnishing with Zing CPC (Cleaning and 
Polishing Compound). 


